Add option to confirm whether to generate the certificate

12/02/2015 18:47 - Angel Quiroz

Status: Needs testing  Start date: 12/02/2015
Priority: Normal    Due date:
Assignee:         % Done: 80%
Category:         Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version:   Spent time: 2.65 hours
Complexity:      SCRUM pts - complexity:

Description

Associated revisions
Revision c044bdcc - 13/02/2015 22:43 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Add field to check whether generate certificates - refs #7525

Revision b7a5a0e0a - 13/02/2015 23:02 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Filter to show the Generate Certificates button - refs #7525

Revision d8457d86 - 13/02/2015 23:07 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Minor - Add PHPDoc - refs #7525

Revision 01091c97 - 14/02/2015 00:28 - Yannick Warnier
Add database_version update to DB - refs #7525

Revision 67944d4e - 16/02/2015 15:44 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Fix function call according to PHPDoc - refs #7525

Revision 0a90a2c5 - 16/02/2015 15:46 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Merge pull request #497 from AngelFQC/7525
Fix function call according to PHPDoc - refs #7525

Revision f8f26e2 - 17/02/2015 19:24 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Achieve skills when the certificate are not generated - refs #7525

Revision 4fefe107 - 18/02/2015 16:00 - Julio
Merge pull request #507 from AngelFQC/7525
Achieve skills when the certificate are not generated - refs #7525

History
#1 - 13/02/2015 23:08 - Angel Quiroz
- Status changed from New to Needs testing
- % Done changed from 0 to 80

PR: https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/pull/496

#2 - 16/02/2015 16:24 - Angel Quiroz
- Assignee deleted (Angel Quiroz)

#3 - 17/02/2015 15:17 - Angel Quiroz
Fix according to PHPDoc
PR: https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/pull/497

#4 - 17/02/2015 18:59 - Angel Quiroz
If the certificates are not generated, no are achieved skills

#5 - 17/02/2015 19:27 - Angel Quiroz
PR: https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/pull/507